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0. Preliminaries
This paper  is a short introduction to the À-calculus. For  more information see [3, 
7. 8, 12, 13, 14]. A quick way to represent  the recursive functions will be given. This 
representation has a novelty that it is a global  representat ion (i.e. the recursion 
equations of the primitive recursive functions hold for free variables, not just 
numerals). M oreover  this global representa t ion  can be given by terms in normal  
form. This fact is utilized in [15], in o rder  to construct  a À-calculus variant of the 
hereditarily recursive opera t ions  H R O .  The  paper  is selfcontained including a short 
and intuitive proof  of the C h u rch -R o sse r  theorem.
The plan of the paper  is as follows: After  an introduction (Section 1) the 
A-calculus (Section 2) and its variable free version combinatory  logic (Section 3) are 
defined. In Section 4 a global representa t ion  of the recursive functions is given and 
in Section 5 this is modified in o rder  to obtain a global representat ion by normal 
terms.
1. Introduction
The A-calculus, and its variable free equivalent  combinatory  logic, were initiated 
by Church [4], respectively Schonfinkel [11] and Curry [6 ].
The original intention of the founders  of the subject  was to study rules ; or, in 
other words, to study the old-fashioned notion of “ funct ion” in the sense of 
definition. In contrast  to Dir ichle t’s notion (of graph, that is the set of pairs of 
argument and associated value) the older  notion referred to the process of stepping 
from argum ent  to value, a process coded by a definition. General ly  we think of such 
definitions as given by words in ordinary English, applied to arguments  also
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expressed by words (in English). Or,  more specifically, we may think of the 
definitions as programs for machines, applied to, that is opera t ing  on, such 
programmes.  In both cases we have to do with a type free s tructure,  permitting self 
application.
The A-calculus represents  a class of (partial) functions (A-definable functions) 
which turns out to be the class of (partial) recursive functions. The  equivalence 
between the Turing computab le  functions and the /jl-recursive functions was 
proved via the A-definable functions: the ¿¿-recursive functions are exactly the 
A-definable functions [10], and the Turing computable  functions are exactly the 
A-definable functions [16]. The  equivalence between the A-definable functions and 
the recursive functions was one of the a rguments  used by Church [5] to defend his 
thesis (proposing to identify the intuitive class of effectively computab le  functions 
with the class of recursive functions; in [2A] arguments  are given for the so called 
C h u rch ’s superthesis  which states that for the functions involved this identification 
even preserves the intensional character ,  i.e. the process of computat ion) .  In this 
sense the A -calculus played a central role in the early investigations of the theory of 
recursive functions.
In the A-calculus we have the primitive operat ion of application. The  functions F 
applied to the argument  M  will be deno ted  by FM. A par t  from application we have 
an abstraction ope ra to r  A. The  intuitive meaning of Ajc. .. is (as is well known): the 
function which assigns . . .  to .v. Its use is illustrated by (Ax . x 2 + 1)3 = 10. There is a 
certain asymmetry in this formula. The  result of computing (Ax.jc2 + 1)3 is 10. In 
most cases one would not like to replace 10 by the more complicated ( \ x . x 2 + 1)3. 
We express this asymmetry by writing (Ax. a 2 + 1)3 ^  10 (read: (Ax. x 2 4- 1)3 reduces 
to 10). Equali ty = will be the symmetric  transitive closure of ^ .
Because of the type free approach  we do not need to introduce functions of more 
variables. Intuitively, for a function of say two variables ƒ(*, y ), we can consider the 
function f ' (x)  =  Ay. ƒ(*, y); then ƒ(a\ y ) -  f ' ( x ) ( y ). Therefo re  it is sufficient that the 
formalism contains only unary functions.
The theory is logic free, i.e. there are no connectives or  quantifiers. Hence the 
A-calculus, and even more so combinatory  logic, is a very simple formal system in 
which the recursive functions can be represented .  In [1] extensions of the theory are 
given by embedding  it in first o rder  (intuitionistic) predicate  logic.
2. The A-calculus
2.1. The A-calculus has the following language 
Alphabet :
A'o, jci, . . .  variables,
2 5 , = reduction,  equality,
A, ( , ) auxiliary symbols.
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Terms are inductively defined:
(1) any variable is a term,
(2) if M, N  are terms, so is (MTV),
(3) if M  is a term and x a variable then (Àx M)  is a term.
Formulas: If M, N  are terms, then M ^ N  and M  = N  are formulas.
2.2. Conventions.
M, /V,. . .  is a syntactic notat ion for arbitrary terms. 
a\ y, z , . . .  is a syntactic notat ion for arbitrary variables.
Mi M 2. . .  M„ stands for ( . .  (M, M 2) . . .  M n ) (association to the left).
Ac/1. , . a„.  M  s tands for (Afli(Afl2 . . .  (A a ,M ) .. )).
=  denotes  syntactic equality.
A variable occurs free in a term M  if a* is not in the scope of a Ax, otherwise x 
occurs bound. In this respect Ax has the same binding propert ies  as Vx in predicate 
logic. We identify terms differing only in the names of their  bound  variables, e.g. 
A.v. -V =  Ay. y. F V ( M )  is the set of free variables in M. M  is closed if F V ( M )  = 0. 
x / N ] M  denotes  the result of substituting N  for the free occurrences of x in M.
In order  to prevent  confusion of variables we have to assume, as is the case in 
predicate logic, that no free variable of N  becomes bound  in [ x / N] M.  This can be 
accomplished by renaming some of the bound  variables in M, e.g. [ x / a  ] (A«. ax)  =  
A a' . a ’a ^ k a .  aa.
Wiriable convention. If M , , . . . ,  M n are terms occurring in a certain mathematical  
context (e.g. definition, proof,  representa t ion  of a program),  then we assume that 
all bound variables are chosen to be different from the free variables in these terms. 
By the variable convention we car« always write [ x / N]  (Ay. M )  =  Ay. [ x / N] M.
2.3. Substitution lemma. I f x ^ y  and  y ^ F V ( P ) ,  then
[ x/ P]  [y /  Q ) M  =  [y / [ x / P } 0 ]  [ x / P ] M.
Proof. Induction on the structure of M.
( ase 1: M  =  x. Then  both sides are equal to P, since y FV( P) .
( ase 2: M  =  y. Then both sides are equal to [ x /P ] Q .
( ase 3: M  =  z ^  x, y. Then both sides equal z.
Case 4: M  = M j M 2. By the induction hypothesis  the s ta tem ent  holds for M, 
and M 2. Hence
[ x / P ] [ y / 0 ] ( M , M 2) - [ x / P ] [ y / 0 ] M ,  [ x / P ] [ y / Q ] M 2
=  [ y / [ x / P ] 0 1 [ x / P ] M ,  [y / [x /  P ] 0 ] [ x  /  P ] M 2 =  [y / [x I P ) Q ] [ x  IP)
('ase 5: M  =  A z . M , .  By the variable convention we may assume that z ^ x ,  y 
and z not free in P, Q. Then the s ta tement  follows again from the induction
hypothesis. □
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2.4. The  A-calculus is defined by the following axiomschemes and rules.
I. ( 1 ) M ^ M ,
(2) (Ax. M ) N  ^  [ x / N] M,
(3) (a) M  ^  M '  ==> Z M ^ Z M ' ,
(b) M ^ M '  = ^ >  M Z  ^  M 'Z ,
fc) M ^ M ’ = >  Ax. M s *  Ax. M ' ,
(4) M  ^  N, N  ^  L = >  M  ^  L.
II. (I) = >  M  =  M ' ,
(2) M  = M '  = $ >  M'  =  M,
(3) M  =  N, N  = L  = ^ >  M  = L.
If M  = /V or M  ^  /V is derivable we write A ( - M  = / V o r A h M ^ / V  and say M is 
convertible to N, respectively M  reduces to N.
2.5. Remark. If in the inductive definition of terms clause (3) is changed into 
(3') If N  is a term and if x E  F V ( M ) ,  then (AxM) is a term,
the resulting terms are called A/-terms. The  A/-calculus is the theory with 
formulas M  ^  N  and M  = N,  where M, N  are A/-terms, and is axiomatized 
bv the axiomschemes and rules of 2.4 restricted to A/-terms.
m
The full A-calculus is often called \ K - calculus if it is necessary to distinguish it 
from the A/-calculus. In this paper  only the full A-calculus is considered.
2.6. Lemma. A I- M  2* M \  A h N  ^  N ’ =^> Ah [ x / N ] M  ^  [ x /N ' ] M \
Proof. If M  = M \  then this follows by induction on the structure of M. The general 
s ta tement  follows by induction on the length of proof  of M  2= M ' , using 2.3 in case
M ^ M '  is (Ay.  P ) Q  ^ [ y / Q ] P .  □  
2.7. Fixed point theorem. For every term F  there is a term M  such that A h F M  = M.
Proof. Define to = A.v. F ( x x ), M  = coco. Then A I- M  = coco = (Ax. F(xx ))co = 
F(coco) =  FM. □
Note  that in 2.4, Ah M  ^  FM. This explains why the related constructions in the 
recursion theorem or GodeFs  selfreferential sentence are somewhat  puzzling.
2.8. Definition. Frequently  we need some s tandard  terms. Let 1 =  Ax.x, K  = 
Axy.x and S =  Axyz. x z ( y z ). Then
Ah / M  = M,
A h K M N  =  M,
A h S M N L  = M L ( N L ) .
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From the results in the next section it follows that each closed term can be 
defined in terms of /, K  and S.
2.9. Truth values. T (true) and F (false): Define T =  K, and F =  KI. Then 
A I- TM7V = M  and A h F M N  = N.
2.10. Conditional. If B is a term taking values T and F then the intuitive value of If 
B (hen M  else N  can be represen ted  by BMN.
2.11. Ordered pairs (Church):  Define [M, N ] =  Ax. xMN,  ( M )0 =  M T , ( M ) x =  
¿VfF. Then A h ([M0, M,]). = M,, i =  1,2.
2.12. Definition, (a) A term M  is in normal form (n.f.) iff M  has no part (AxP)Q.
(b) A term M  has a normal form M '  iff Ah M  = M'  and M'  is in n.f. 
Intuitively a term is in n.f. if it cannot  be com puted  any further.
Examples. (A x .xx)y  has the normal form yy. (Ax. xx)(Ax. x x ) h a s  no normal form 
(as will follow from 2.12). Even worse is where co^  =  Ax. xxx, since this term
reduces to bigger and bigger ones. As an ex treme in [2] a universal genera to r  is 
constructed which reduces to terms with arbitrary complex subterms.
2.13. Church-Rosser theorem. If A h M  =  /V, then there exists a term Z  such that 
Ah M  2* Z  and  A h N ^ Z .
The proof of 2.13 is carried out  in 2.13.1.-2.13.10.
The shortest  proof of this theorem  is due to Tait  and Martin-Lof,  see e.g. [3A, 
2.8]. The proof carried out  below is somewhat  longer, but more perspicuous.  As a 
matter of fact it is the essence of C u r ry ’s proof in [7, pp. 109-130].
The idea of this proof  is the following. As is well known, the C h u rch -R o sse r  
theorem follows immediately from the d iam ond  lemma, 2.13.9, which is implied in 
its turn by the strip lemma (lemma of parallel moves in [7]), 2.13.8.
in o rder  to prove this latter lemma, let M  2= /V be a general  reduction and 
M 25 M'  a one step reduction resulting from changing the redex R = (Ax. P ) Q  in M  
into [ x / Q ] P  in M ' . If one makes a bookkeep ing  of what happens  with R during the 
reduction M  ^  N \  then by reducing all “ residuals” of R in N  an N'  can be found 
such that M ’ ^ N '  and N  ^  N'  (see Fig. 1).
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In o rder  to do the necessary bookkeeping ,  we will in troduce a (conservative)
extension of the À-calculus, which has the extra symbol —  (underlining).
2.13.1. Definition. A is the extension of the À-calculus obta ined  as follows. The 
a lphabet  is ex tended  by the symbol A. The formation rules for terms, 2.1., are 
augm ented  with
(4) If M, N  are terms, so is ((Ax . M ) N ) ,  for any variable x.
The substitution opera to r  is defined as for À-terms.
Reduction in A is defined by adding to the axioms and rules in 2.4.
(2)(b) ((Ax. M ) N )  5s [ x / N] M,
(3)(d) N ^ N '  = ^ >  (Ax . M ) N  ^  ( Ax . M f) N ’.
Notation. If A h M  ^  N  (or A h M  ^  N),  we write M  ->  N  (respectively M  -»  TV).
A A
2.13.2. Definition. We define two functions, | . . |  and mapping A-terms on 
A -terms.
(i) j TW | is the A-term obta ined by changing th roughout  M  all A’s in A’s.
(ii) i p(M)  is defined on the structure of M :  cp(x) = x ;  ( p( MN)  =  <p(M)<p(N); 
i p ( \ x . M)  =  A.v. ç ( M ) \  <p((\x. M ) N  = [x/ i p(N)] (p(M) .
ip reduces all underl ined redexes of a A-term.
Notation. If \ M\  = N  or <p(M) = /V, we write M  —» /V, respectively M  —> N.
11
2.13.3. Lemma. Let M, N be \-terms. Then ( p ( [ x / N] M)  = [x/ (p(N)] (p(M) .  
Proof. Induction on the structure of M, using 2.3 in case M  =  (Ay. P)Q .  Note
that by the variable convention it mav be assumed that vf^ x and y FV( N) .  □
J  j  j  y
2.13.4. Lemma. M  —> N  ==> ip(M)-^> ip(N).
A A
Proof. Induction on the length of proof of M  N.
Case 1. M  —» N  is the axiom M  —» M. Then N  =  M  and hence (p ( M ) —► (p (N).
A A
Case  2 (a). M  —* N  is (Ax. P ) Q  - »  \ x / Q] P.  Then
A A
<p((\ x . P ) Q ) =  (Ax. <p (P ))v ( Q )->  [Xl<p ( O )]tp(P)  -  <P( [ x / o}P),  by 2.13.3
Case  2(h). M -> N  is (Ajc . P ) Q  -»• [ x / Q] P.  Then
<p ( ( \ x . P) Q)  =  [x/<p(Q)]<p(P) =  <p( [x/Q]P) ,  by 2.13.3.
Case 3(a). M —> N  is Z P  —» Z P ’ and is a direct consequence  of P —* P'.  By the
A A
induction hypothesis  <p(P)—» <p(P'). Hence </? ( Z P  ) —*(/? (ZP ') .
A A
Cases  3(b), 3(c). M N  is P Z - * P ' Z  or A x . P - ^ A x . P '  and is a direc
A A
consequence of P —» P'.  Similar to Case 3(a).
Case 3(d). M  —> /V is (Ax. P ) Q  (Ax. P ' ) Q '  and is a direct consequence o
P —* P '  and Q  —» Q \  Bv the induction hypothesis,  </?(P) —> c^(P'), ( Q ) —> cp(Q'),
« A  A  VA A
SO
A
((A.v. P ) 0 )  =  [x/<p(Q)]œ>(P)—» [x/<p(Q')]<f (P ' )  =  ((A.v. P')Q'),  by 2.6.
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Case 4. is a direct consequence of M —> L and L
induction hypothesis,  <p(M)—» <p(L)—» <p(N).  □
N.  Then by the
2.13.5. Lemma. Let  M  be a A-term. If \ M  
(see Fig. 2).
M' and (p (M )  =  M", t h e n M ' ^ M "
A
M
Fie. 2.
Proof. Induction on the structure of M.
( V/.sT 1 . M  =  a*. Then A ip(A').
Case 2 . M  =  PO-  Then I PO P W O
hypothesis.
( \ise 3. M  =  Aa . P. Then 
duction hypothesis.
À A . P =  À A . P
Case 4. M  =  (A a . P )Q .  Then
<p(P)<p(0),  by the induction
Aa . cp(P) =  (p(Xx.  P) ,  by the in-
|(Aa. P ) 0  I =  (Aa. I P  | ) |  Q  | ->  (Aa. <p(P))<p(Q)—► [x/<p(Q)]<p(P) =  ( p ( [ x / Q] P) i
b\ the induction hypothesis  and 2.13.3. □  
2.13.6. Lemma. Let  M  be a \ - term .  If | M  
\-term M '  such that M M '  (see Fig. 3).
N  and N  —> N \  then there exists a
A
N
M'
Fie. 3.
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Proof. A precise proof can be given by induction on the length of proof  of N  —» /v/;\ J
using | [ x / Q ] P \  = [ x / \ O  | ] | P | • The  idea is intuitively obvious: M  is the same as N 
except for underlining. Now M ' can be obta ined  from M  by perfoming the “ same” 
reduction which makes N  into N \  keeping track of the underlining.  □
2.13.7. Definition. Let M, N  be A-terms. Define M  -* N  if N  results from M by 
replacing a subterm (\ x . P ) Q  in M  by [ x / Q] P.  Clearly —> is the transitive and 
reflexive closure of
2.13.8. Strip lemma. If  M
N  —» N'  (see Fig. 4).
M'  and M  - *  N,  then for some N \  and
A A
M
\
N
/
N
Fig. 4.
Proof. Let M  M'  be the result of changing a subterm occurrence R =  (Ax. P)Q
in M  into [ x / Q ] P  in M'.  Let M  be the A-term obta ined  by underl ining in M the 
(first) A of R.  Then we have the result shown in Fig. 5.
M
M'
Fig. 5
By 2.13.6, 2.13.4 and 2.13.5 we can erect the diagram of Fig. 6 which makes the stri; 
lemma hold. □
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2.13.9. Diamond lemma. I f  M  —> M \  M —>N, then for some N \  M'  —» /V' and  
N N ’ (see Fig. 7).
A
M '
M
\
\
\
/
\
/
\
/
\
/
\
/
\
/
\  / /
N'
Fig. 7.
N
/
Proof. If M  - »  M ' ,  then M  =  Af, M 2 Af„ =  M'.  By iter­
ated application of the strip lemma, the required /V' can be found (see Fig. 8 ). □
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M'
N
Fig. 8.
2.13.10. Proof of 2.13. Bv induction on the length of proof of M  = N, the term Z 
will be constructed.
Case 1. M  = N  is a direct consequence  of M  ^  N. Take  Z  = N.
Case 2. M  =  N  is a direct consequence  of N = M. Then by the induction 
hypothesis  Z  exists.
Case  3. M  = N  is a direct consequence  of M  = L and L = N. By the induction 
hypothesis  there exist Z , ,  Z 2 such that M - + Z ] < r - L ^ > Z 2* - N.  Then the required 
Z  can be found using the d iamond lemma (see Fig. 9). □
M L N
\ /
\
\ /
\ L is/
z
Fig. 9
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R e m a r k .  Also 2.13 implies 2.13.9: if Ni <— M  —» N-», then Ah N, = /V^ , hence for
A A
some Z, /V, » Z  <■ /V2. Therefo re  often the d iamond lemma is referred to as being
A A
the C h u rch -R o sse r  theorem  itself.
2.14. Corollary, (a) If M  has a n. f  M' ,  then Ah M  ^  M' and M' is the unique n.f
of M.
(D) The \  -calculus is consistent, i.e. A /  M  = N  for some equation.
proof, (a) Note that if N  is a n.f. and A h N  ^  N',  then N' =  N. Now suppose 
A M  =  M '  and M '  is in n.f. By 2.13, A h M ^ Z  and A h M ' ^ Z  for some Z. But 
then Z  =  M ' . Similarly it follows that M'  is unique.
(b) If a*, y are distinct variables, then A /  x =  y since jc and y are in n.f. □
2.15. Lemma. For each term M  there exists a term M' in n.f  such that A h M ' l  =  M.
Proof. Define M '  by induction on the structure of M.
y ' =  Ax. xy,
( P Q ) ' =  A x . ( x P 'x ) ( x Q 'x ) ,
0
1
(AyP)' =  Axy. x P ' x . □
2.16. Extensionality. The  A-calculus can be ex tended by the following rule of 
extensionality ext: Mx = M 'x  = >  M  = M ;, provided x ^  F V ( M )  U FV(M ') .  
The rule ext can be axiomatized by adding the reduction rule ( A x M x ) ^ M ,  
provided x ^ F V ( M )  ( 7 7 -reduction): if Mx = M'x,  then AxMx = AxM'x, hence 
M = AxMx = AxM'x = M ' ,  provided x ^  FV( MM' ) .  The  A-calculus with this 
additional reduction rule is called the A/3tj -calculus. The C h u rc h -R o sse r  theorem  
remains valid for this theory,  see [3, Ch. 2].
Bohm has proved a partial completeness  result for the A/377 -calculus: If M  and N  
are two A-terms with different fir]-normal forms (normal form with respect to /3- 
and 17-reduction),  then M  = N  is inconsistent with the A/377 -calculus, see [3, §1.4].
3. Combinatory logic
It turns out  that each closed term of the A-calculus can be defined from /, K  and 
S. Combinatory  logic, CL, is a formal theory which takes /, K  and S as primitives 
and has no abstraction operator .
3.1. CL has the following language.
Alphabet:
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J, K  S  constants,  
jcq, X\ . . . .  variables,
^  , = reduction,  equality 
( , ) auxiliary symbols.
Terms are inductively defined by:
( 1 ) each constant  or variable is a term,
(2) if M, N  are terms, so is (M N ).
Formulas:  If M, N  are terms, then M  = N  and M  ^  N  are formulas.
We make the same syntactic conventions as for the X-calculus. Provability in CL 
is deno ted  by CL I - . . .  . T o  distinguish the terms of the two theories,  we speak of 
A-terms and CL-terms.
3.2. CL is defined by the follwing axiomschemes and rules: 
I. (1) I M ^  M,
(2) K M N  2* M,
(3) S MN L  ^  M L ( N L ) ,
(4) M ^ M ,
(5 ) (a) = >
(b) M  ^  M'  = ^ >  M Z  ^  M 'Z ,
(6 ) M  ^  /V, N  ^  L = ^ >  M  ^  L.
II. (1) M  5= M '  = >  M  = M \
(2) M  = M ' = >  M' = M,
(3) M  =  N, M  = L = ^ >  M  = L.
3.3. Lemma, (a) If C L h M ^ M ' ,  then C L \ - [ x / N ] M  ^ [ x / N ] M \
(b) If CL b M  = M \  then CL b [ x / N ] M  =  [ x / N ] M ' .
Proof. Induction on the length of proof in CL. □
3.4. Theorem (Combinatory  completeness) .  For each CL-term M  there exists a 
CL-term A* x.  M  such that
(i) CL b (A * x . M) x  ^  M,
(ii) FV(A * x . M )  = F V ( M )  — {*}.
induction on the structure of M  we define A * x . M :
\ * x . c  =  Kc  if c is a constant  or  variable ^  x,
A * .Ï . -Y =ƒ,
A * x . P Q  =  S  ( \ *  x . P ) ( \ * x . O) .  □
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3.5. Corollary. CL b (A * x . M ) N  2* [ x / N] M.  
proof. Immedia te  by 3 .3  and 3 .4 .  □
2.5 and 3 .4  suggest how A - and CL-terms can be translated into each other.
3.6 . Definition. ( 1 ) We define inductively M CL for A-terms M.
*CL = x,
( P Q ) c l  =  P c i .  Q c l ,
(A A' . P  )ci. =  A * X . P  CL . .
(2) Similarly M A for CL-terms M.
A\v = A,
/ a  =  /,
K x = K,
S,  = 5,
( P O ) a =  P a O a.
Sc) we have A : C L —» A . CL : A —» CL.
3.7. Theorem, (a) CL b M ^ N  = >  A b M A ^  Nx.
(b) CL b M  = N  = ^ >  A b Ma = /VA.
Proof. Induction on the length of proof  in CL. □
It is not true that A b M  = N  = >  C L b  M CL =  /VCl  (take e.g. M  = / ,  
/V = (Aa.  Ia)) ,  nor do the reverse implications in 3 .7 .  hold (take e.g. M  =  SKK,  
N =  I).  H ow ever  consider the following rule of extensionali ty ext: Ma =  M 'x  = ^ >  
A/ = x & F V ( M )  U F V ( M ) .  Then we have:
3.8. Theorem, (a) CL + ext b M  = N  < = >  A + ext b M A = N x.
(b) A + ext b M  = N  < = >  CL + ext b M Ci. = /VCL-
(c) A + ext b ( M c l ) a  = M .
(d) C L  + ext b (Ma )c l  =  M.
Proof. See [9, Ch. 6 ]. □
3.9. Remarks. ( l ) T h e  relation of reduction in CL and the A-calculus is less simple. 
In [9, Ch. 7] and [7, Ch. 6 F] a not very attractive theory of strong reduction is given:
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strong reduction both for CL and for the A -calculus is defined as an extension of the 
usual reduction and genera tes  extensional equality. Then some analogues of 3.8. 
are proved. Since the analogy is only partial,  we doubt  the importance  of strono 
reduction.
(2) Curry has given a finite set of CL-equat ions  which axiomatize the rule ext in 
CL, see [9, Ch. 6].
(3) There  is also a combinatory  equivalent  of the A/-calculus. This theory, CL,, 
has the constants  ƒ, /?, C, S  satisfying I M ^  M, B M N L ^ M ( N L ) ,  C M N L ^ ■ 
( M L ) N  and S MN L  ^  ML ( N L ) .  Then A * a . M  can be defined for x E  FV( M) :
A * A' . a =  I
A* a . P Q  = S ( \ *  x.  P ) ( A * x .  O )  if a E  F V ( P ) ,  a E  F V ( Q ) ,
= B P { \ * x . Q )  if a  g F V ( P ) ,  a  E F V ( O ) ,
=  C ( A* x .  P ) 0  if a E  F V ( P ) ,  a £  FV( Q) .
Therefore  we can define a s tandard  translation between the A/-calculus and CL,.
4. Representation of the recursive functions
From now on we again work in the A-calculus. In this section it is shown that a 
global representa t ion  of the recursive functions can be defined for any system of 
numerals  that admits a successor, a discr iminator  of zero and a global predecessor. 
The details are given for one such system of numerals ,  but the method  is quite 
general.
4.1. Numerals. Define
0 = 1 ,  n + 1 =  [ n, K) .
Note that for all n E  co (set of natural  numbers) ,  n is in normal form.
4.2. Definition. A function ƒ : con (o is A-definable iff for some A-term F:
(* )  A b Fk \ . . .  kn = m <^=> f ( k ......... kn) = m.
If (*) holds then ƒ is A-definable by F
4.3. Remark. If for some A-term F instead of (*) we have 
(** ) f ( k i, . . . , / ; „ ) =  m = ^ >  A b F/c, . . .  kn =  m
then ƒ is A -definable by F :  Suppose A b F k x. . .  kn = m and / ( / c , , . . . ,  kn) = m '. Then 
by (**) A b F k \ . . .  kn = m ' and hence by 2.12(a) m = m #, since the numerals  are in 
normal form.
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4.4. Lemma. The initial functions
£/"(x, ,  . . . ,  x„) =  x„
Z ‘(x)  =  0,
S (,v ) =  x + 1
are A -definable.
proof. Take  as defining terms
U n =  Ax , . . .  x„ . x,,
Z ‘ =  Ax. 0,
S'  =  Ax. [x, K } 
and use 4.3. □
4.5. Lemma. The A-definable functions are closed under composition.
Proof. The  representa t ion  of the composit ion is the composit ion of the 
representations. □
4.6. Lemma. There are terms P and  Zero ,  such that P ( S \ x )  = x and
Zero x = T if x =  0
= F if x is a numeral / 0
Proof. Take
P =  Ax. (x)o,
Z e ro  =  Ax. (x ),FT. □
4.7. Lemma. The X-definable functions are closed under primitive recursion
Proof. For simplicity we omit  parameters .  Let ƒ he defined by
m = k,
f ( n +  I) = g (ƒ(«),  «) ,  
where g is A-definable by G.  We want to define F  such that it satisfies
Fx = if Zero  x then k else G( F( Px) ) ( Px) .
By 2.7, this can be expressed as
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Fx = Zero  x k [ G ( F ( P x ) ) (P x )]
or
F =  A*. Ze ro  * k[ G( F( Px) ) ( Px) ] .
Define 6  =  A fx. Zero  x k [ G( f ( Px) ) ( Px) ] .  Then  we can take F  as being the fixed 
point of S.  □
4.8. Corollary. The representation of f  in 4.7 is global , i.e. we have
A b FO = k,
A b F ( S +x)  =  G( Fx) x.
4.9. Lemma. The A-definable functions are closed under minimalization.
Proof. (Again we omit parameters . )  Let ƒ be defined by f { x ) =  /xy [g(x, y ) = 0], 
where g is A -defined by G  and V n 3 m  g(n,  m ) =  0. As in 4.7 we can find a A -term 
H  such that
Hxy  = if Ze ro  ( Gxy )  then y else Fix ( S ' y ) .
Then take F =  \ x . HxO. □
4.10. Theorem. A ll  recursive functions are A-definable. Moreover the representation 
is global , i.e. is such that the defining equations for the primitive recursive functions 
hold for free variables, not just numerals.
Proof, im m edia te  from 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. □
Remark. It is clear that the A-calculus is a recursively axiomatizable theory.  Hence 
(after Godelizat ion)  the relation {(M, N )  | A b M  = N}  is recursively enumerable .
4.11. Theorem. The A-definable functions are exactly the recursive functions.
Proof. If ƒ is A -defined by F, then f ( k u . . . ,  kn) = m <-> A bFfc, , . . . , f c„  = m, henc 
by the preceding remark the graph of ƒ is r.e., so ƒ is recursive. □
4.12. Remark. Also in the A/-calculus a representa t ion  of the recursive functions 
possible, relative to an appropr ia te  system of numerals ,  see [10]. H ow ever  a glob 
representa t ion of e.g. ihe zero function is not possible since if XI b Zjc = M  the 
X E  FV( M) .
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5. Representation by normal terms
In this section the global representa t ion  of the recursive functions will be 
modified in o rder  to obtain a global representa t ion  by normal terms.
5.1. Lemma. For all M  there exists a term F such that
(1) A b Fab 0 = MA b ( F a b )  0,
A b Fab( S~x)  = Ma b ( Fa b ) ( S ' x ) ;
(2) F  has a normal form ,
A, B have a normal form ==> ,
FA and F A B  have a normal form.
Proof. Let P n  be PFII.  (Note that □  is not a term since PFII  =  ((PF) I ) I .) Then 
A h /j □  =  /  and A b ( 5 ~a)D = I. Let M '  be a normal form such that A b M 7  = 
A ƒ (2.15). Define co(tb =  Aza. x n  M' ( xE\ ) ab ( xOz z ) x .  Note  that coab is in normal 
form (at least if we take F ^ A x y . y ) .  Set F =  \ a b . n)llbcollb. Then
Fabx = (oah(ollhx
= x n M ' ( x  □) ab (x □  (x)ah<Dab )x 
= I M ' lab  (I(oab(oa b )x 
=  M a b (F a b )x ,
for x such that x\J =  /. Thus  F  satisfies property  (1).
! he normal  from of F  is
Aa b x . x □  M' (x □) ab (x □  coabcoab )jc, 
h e n c e  it is clear that F  also satisfies property  (2). □
5.2. Theorem. There exists a term R such that
A b Rab  0 =  a,
A b R ab  ( S ' x )  = b ( Rabx  )x 
and  R satisfies (2) of  5.1 (with F replaced by R).
Proof. If R satisfies (2) of 5.1 and
Rabx = If Ze ro  x then a else [b ( R a b ( P x ) ) ( P x )]
= Zero  a* a [ b( Rab( Px) ) ( Px) ] ,  
then we are done.
Let M  =  \abrx.  Ze ro  a a[ b( r ( Px) ) ( Px) ] .  Then  take R as the F  in 5.1 for
this M .  □
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5.3. Corollary. There is a global representation o f  the recursive functions by normal 
terms.
Proof. The initial functions in 4.4 are A-definable by normal terms that are such 
that the equations hold for variables.
If g , / i , n are A-definable by normal terms G, then
g ( / i , ( f ) , . . . ,  hm (x)) can be A-defined by Ax. x,D G(x,d Hix) . . .  ( x \ O H mx \  where 
□ is as in 5.1. If g is A-definable by the normal term G  and ƒ is defined by
ƒ( 0) =
f (n  + 1) = g( f ( n) .  n),
then ƒ is globally represented by the normal form of RaG.  Let f ( x )  = 
f iy [g(x, y ) = 0] be A-defined by F. Define F* = Ax. x □  F (x m)x. Then F* A- 
defines ƒ and is in normal form. □
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